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in the back entry, nautical motifs
include porthole-style mirrors
inset on hallway closets with
rope-like brass door pulls. An
octagonal alcove (facing page) in
a light-filled corner of the master
suite features a sunburst ceiling of
painted tongue-and-groove wood.

To the Point
A coastal Rhode Island
home announces
its beach house
aesthetic with detailed
craftsmanship
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y definition, a headland
suggests distinction, even
intrigue: treacherous passage,
sheltered cove, advantageous
lookout. As a setting for a
house, a point is particularly
desirable because it offers
both privacy and panorama. So it was understandable that a former sailor and current-day
Boston financial entrepreneur took interest in an
undeveloped promontory on the Rhode Island
coast and was willing to wait patiently for the two
years it took to obtain building approvals before
closing on the land.
“It’s a spectacular property,” says the homeowner. “It was totally overgrown when we first
saw it — difficult to even
design &
construction walk the perimeter because
woodmeister of wetlands restrictions, but
master
we realized that we could
builders
situate a house oriented to
the view.” And so the wish list
interior
design
seldom scene began to take shape as he and
his wife made a napkin sketch
interiors
of a casual coastal house with
a great room gathering space at its center, plenty
of porches, and a whimsically shaped octagonal
room.
Then, long before any actual building
took place, they called Ted Goodnow, founder
and owner of Woodmeister Master Builders in
Holden, Massachusetts. “We managed all the
permitting, so we were involved before they even
bought the property,” says Goodnow. Interior
designer Wendy Valliere of Seldom Scene
Interiors of Stowe, Vermont, and Nantucket,
Massachusetts, who had worked with the clients
before, was also involved early on and became
a driving force for the project. As soon as the
approval for a five-bedroom house came through,
the land deal closed.
the octagonal all-season porch (screened in
summer, windowed in winter) features a
heart-pine coffered ceiling with bead-board
inserts and a mahogany floor laid in a grid
pattern that mimics the coffers. The antique
wicker furniture and twig chandelier set a
rustic tone. The blue plaid sofa and chair are
upholstered with indoor-outdoor fabric.
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“We knew the owners liked the gambrel roof
form and that they wanted cathedral spaces and
lots of porches,” says Goodnow. “Once we got the
flavor of the overall design, we focused on details.”
Valliere designed cabinetry and chose tile, flooring, stone, and paint finishes, all with a casual yet
refined aesthetic in mind.
“We wanted a beach house feel,” says the
owner, “but we also wanted great craftsmanship.”
Wish granted. For beach house appeal, the great
room features a wall of glass facing the water (steel
framing gives the windowed walls the hurricaneproof strength that code required) and a massive
river-rock fireplace. Entertainment room, kitchen,
and four-season porch, which also has a river-rock
fireplace, have water views as well, and the secondfloor master suite includes a sitting room oriented
to the headland.
As for craftsmanship, every room offers examples. Rope molding hand-carved from antique
heart pine adorns the cabinets of the study. Built-in
bookcases, paneled cabinets, and bead-board walls
line the great room, where the double-height ceiling is rendered in shiplap. A leaded-glass breakfront
cabinet and a wood-framed shadow box doubling
as a wall partition distinguish the dining room.
“The house is like a giant cabinet,” says
Goodnow. “Just about every surface on the first
floor has wood on it — bookcases, pilasters,
panels.”
Whole-house elements speak to the love of
detail as well. Doorways feature light-enhancing transoms flanked by pilasters accented with
heart-pine trim, and throughout the house, floors
of rustic reclaimed heart pine hew to the coastalcasual goal. Colors, furniture, and collections also
speak to that feeling.
“This is a young family — with three kids
under the age of 14 — so they wanted a livable
house,” says Valliere, “nothing overly decorated.”
To achieve that, she chose a color scheme of blue
the library’s heart-pine bookcases (top right)
include a carved rope accent. The door to the
hallway was designed in two halves, each one
crafted to fit flush into a bookcase. Open to
the living room, the kitchen (right) features
cabinetry painted blue. The serene master bath
(facing page) has pale-blue marble floors and
counter tops and an arched tub alcove.
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the pool house features
a handcrafted timber-andtwig circular staircase. Gables
and turrets (facing page)
identify with the Shingle Style
vernacular of the New
England coast.

and neutrals. “It’s quiet on the eye, but has personality and incorporates the blue of the water.” A “cook’s blue” enlivens the kitchen,
while a more serene tone enhances the master suite. French Canadian
antique tables, twig chandeliers, curtain rods wrapped in rope, and a
collection of sailor’s valentines add what Valliere calls an eclectic “itlooks-like-it’s-always-been-there” persona.
That feeling of long-entrenched comfort is palpable in the fourseason porch. “They live on that porch,” says Goodnow. “It’s probably
the most interesting room in the house.” The space is screened in
warm months, glass-paneled in winter. The mahogany floor is laid out
in a grid that mimics the antique heart-pine coffered ceiling, a detail
reminiscent of Old World craftsmanship. And where the V-groove
walls meet the river-rock fireplace, Woodmeister’s team carefully
scribed the intersection.

For recreation and entertaining, the family also wanted a pool,
but instead of siting it alongside the house, Woodmeister’s senior
designer, Neal Adamiak, suggested a location several hundred yards
away, about midway from house to headland precipice. “It creates a gradual move into nature,” says the
for more
homeowner. The pool resembles a natural outcropdetails,
see
ping thanks to massive boulders brought to the site. A
resources
pool house with kitchen and bath facilities and a loft
reached via a handcrafted spiral twig staircase makes for a self-sufficient retreat.
Perhaps most satisfying of all for the homeowners is the glimpse of
the home’s facade as they walk the path from headland back to house:
With its octagonal porch and central great room, their beach house
looks remarkably like the napkin sketch that started it all.
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Though traditional, the
buildings on this property
speak to the future
of energy efficiency.
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➜ power The pool-house
roof, at left, features
photovoltaic cells tied
to a metering system
that returns excess
energy to the electrical
grid. With an expected
output of 6,750 kilowatt
hours per year, the
system will provide all
the electricity the house
needs — and then some.
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